Abstract: Cancer and cardiovascular diseases have been classified as non-communicable diseases for decades. Both diseases have characteristics of immune reactions, which are principally identical, but differing in important aspects. The aim of this communication is to highlight new approaches to immune processes involved in both types of diseases.
Introduction
For decades, cancer and cardiovascular diseases were considered non-communicable. Both types of diseases have characteristics of immune reactions, which are principally identical, but differing in important aspects. The aim of this communication is to highlight new approaches to immune processes involved in both types of diseases.
Cancer
The hypothesis describing the involvement of immune processes in development of cancer is rather old. Paul Ehrlich suggested that immunity can somehow protect against cancer cells (1) (2) (3) . He based his assumption on the fact that cancer is found mostly in long-lived species. Our knowledge of the immune system structure and mechanisms in his time was extremely limited, so it was virtually impossible to experimentally confirm his prediction.
Immunosurveillance
The immunosurveillance hypothesis appeared approximately 50 years later (4, 5) . It was proposed that lymphocytes act as sentinels in recognizing and eliminating continuously arising, nascent transformed cells. It was experimentally validated when the discovery of specific cancer antigens (6) confirmed involvement of immunity in the development of cancer. Subsequent experiments were, however, contradictory and did not confirm this hypothesis (7, 8) . New studies have found that cancers can develop spontaneously. Furthermore, it can be induced by carcinogenic chemicals in both immunocompetent and partly or even fully immunodeficient athymic mice. These findings led many immunologists to reject this hypothesis. Some authors argued that cancer cells do not send out adequate signals about danger, thus, no immune response is induced (9) . Other authors believe the immune system ignores, or at least tolerates, cells developing from normal cells (10) or that constant activation of the proinflammatory branch of natural (innate) immunity inhibits its immunoprotective role. Subsequently, this makes both tumor transformation and development easier (11, 12) .
In the early 1990s, we witnessed the rebirth of the immunosurveillance hypothesis. The main reasons for the change were better models of immunodeficient mice and findings of the role of interferon-γ (IFN-γ)-in rejection of transplanted tumors (13) . The direct involvement of immune reaction in inhibition, or at least suppression of cancer growth resulting in death of cancer cells, was subsequently confirmed by many authors; for review, see Vesely et al. (14) .
Double role of immunity
It is established that the immune system destroys viruses causing cancer growth. At the same time, the immune system inhibits formation and development of inflammatory microenvironment, which would help to eliminate invading pathogens. Therefore, the final consequence can be facilitation of cancer growth. It is clear that in the case of cancer origin, development and spreading, the immune system plays a dual, rather opposite, role. The immune system not only destroys tumor cells, blocking subsequent proliferation of cancer cells, but it also helps their multiplication and spreading. The unwanted consequence of this immune selection is the survival of the most resistant cancer cells. In the center of the tumor a specific microenvironment occurs, helping the cells to not only survive and further divide, but to spread to other organs and tissues.
Immunoediting
The dual role of immunity in malign processes is called tumor immunoediting (15, 16) . This concept describes reciprocal interaction of tumor cells with cells and humoral factors of the immune system. Less immunogenic clones of tumor cells are selected during immunoediting. This means the clones of cells expressing antigen do not cause immune response. Interaction of tumors with the immune system can be divided into three main phases: elimination, balance and escape.
Elimination phase
This phase represents the well-known immunosurveillance. It includes cell and humoral factors of both natural and adaptive immune response, which controls the growth of tumors and results in destruction (i.e., elimination). 
Balanced phase
This phase is the longest interval of immunoediting. Tumor cells, which in the previous phase escaped elimination, express nonimmunogenic phenotype. However, they are genetically unstable and are susceptible to multiple mutations and to changes caused by epigenetic mechanisms. The immune system keeps malignant tissue in a steady homeostatic state. Genetic and epigenetic changes result in production of cell clones, which are not only a little immunogenic, but are also resistant against cellular and humoral immune attacks. The numbers of malignant cells are relatively small and clinically virtually undetectable. However, selection still occurs, although slowly. This selection, which can take years, still results in the formation of new variants. They can be fully resistant to any immune actions and slowly move into the last phase of the immunoediting; i.e., phase of escape. The existence of the balanced phase is confirmed by cases when a recipient obtains an organ from a donor with cured cancer, but the cancer develops again in the same transplanted organ (17) .
Escape phase
This phase labels the stage when a new microenvironment is formed inside the malignant tissue. This microenvironment is immunosuppressive and allows uncontrollable growth of tumor cells, which is already clinically noticeable. Cancer cells express signaling factors which are involved in inflammation processes and during autoimmune response. Such a signaling molecules represents e.g., programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) binding to the immune checkpoint molecule, the programmed cell death protein (PD-1) on CD8 + T cells. Then, ligation of PD-L1 to PD-1 decreases function. Binding of tumor-derived PD-L1 to PD-1 decreases anticancerous activity of T cells and thus the host immune response against tumor (18, 19) . In addition, cells such as macrophages, NK, NKT, neutrophils, dendritic cells, and vascular endothelial cells secreting various chemokines and growth factors, also appear inside tumors (18) . Immune reaction of the patient is focused toward several more or less potentially malignant cell variants, but spares resistant cells selected during the balanced phase. Additional mechanisms allowing tumor cells to escape the immune reaction exist and include loss of MHC I antigens, observed in up to 90% of all tumors (19) . On the other hand, increased expression of neoclassic MHC I (HLA-E, HLA-F, HLA-G) leads to suppression of NK cell activity (20) . Tumor microenvironment is immunologically highly complex and, to an extent, mostly immunosuppressive, but paradoxically offers sophisticated defense to malignant cells. As soon as the tumor reaches this phase, it is necessary to use fundamentally different procedures for a final elimination; i.e., surgery, chemotherapy and/or irradiation (21) .
Atherosclerosis
Cardiovascular diseases are the most common cause of death worldwide. By 2030, the number of deaths is expected to reach 30 million (22) . Atherosclerosis is one of the main causes of cardiovascular diseases. Atherosclerosis represents a multiphase pathological process characterized by activation of endothelial cells with subsequent expression of adhesion molecules. Current opinions believe that arteries represent tertiary lymphatic organs with variable cellular complexity, producing several immunocompetent factors. In these functions, artery tertiary lymphoid organs (ATLO) are similar to secondary lymphoid tissues (23) . ATLO emerge during nonresolving peripheral inflammation, but their impact on disease progression is not fully known.
Inflammation
Contrary to carcinogenesis, which is clearly and markedly subdivided and immune reactions play a dual role, atherosclerosis represent mostly stratified inflammation with the major role played by monocytes and macrophages. Inflammation is a physiological response to various stimuli by invading microbes, irritants, or injury. The main function of inflammation is to eliminate the initial cause, to clear out necrotic cells and tissues damaged from either the original attack or from the inflammatory process, and to start tissue repair. It has long been a wellknown symptom of various infectious diseases, but current molecular and epidemiological research increasingly supports the idea that it is also intimately linked with a broad range of noninfectious diseases, perhaps even all of them. In addition, macrophages are the most common cells populating the atherosclerotic plaque (24) . These cells originate from circulating monocytes or developing directly inside the plaque (25) . Basic correlations between immunity, cancer and atherosclerosis are shown in Figure 1 .
Trained immunity
Natural immunity, sometimes called trained immunity, plays a major role in switching from acute to chronic inflammation. For decades, the general dogma stated that natural immunity has no memory, which is characteristic for adaptive immunity only. However, numerous studies have clearly demonstrated that natural immunity is able to adapt. It also reveals that a contact with oxidized lipoprotein particle or with molecular patterns (PAMP) results in epigenetic modifications and program changes of monocytes and NK cells. These changes subsequently result in higher production of some cytokines and higher activity of anti-infection immunity against possible re-infection (26) (27) (28) .
Adaptive immunity
Mechanisms of specific immune response, such as T and B lymphocyte cooperation and hierarchical secretion of cytokines and other humoral factors, are later involved in the formation of atherosclerotic plaque as well. Contrary to the situation in cancer immunity, these vectors are not directed against its own cells, but mostly against PAMP signals from modified lipids (29) . In addition, no lymphatic structures, which are analogs of the secondary lymphatic tissues (e.g., ATLO), occur during cancer development. ATLO formation is well established during atherosclerosis (30, 31) .
Conclusions
This short study offers readers some new hypotheses on action mechanisms of immune factors involved in the development of two currently high-risk diseases: cancer and cardiovascular diseases. To be precise, these mechanisms involve the development of immunoediting during oncogenesis and actions of trained natural immunity and developing of characteristic tertiary lymphoid structures during atherogenesis. Current opinions believe that arteries represent tertiary lymphatic organs with variable cellular complexity, producing several immunocompetent factors. In these functions, ATLO are similar to secondary lymphoid tissues (23) . Contrary to primary and secondary lymphoid organs and tissues which develop during embryogenesis as primary anlage, ATLO develop de novo postembryonically during chronic non-infectious inflammations. ATLO development can be divided into three distinct phases. In the first phase, ATLO arises in parallel with formation of atheroma without structured T and B zones, despite the fact that T and B chemoattractants are already produced. Next, a differentiation of T and B zones appears, accompanied by neogenesis of lymphatic venules associating with arterial wall. The final phase of ATLO is characterized by development of highly differentiated T and B cell follicles with active germinal centers, including dendrocytes and plasmacytes, and neogenesis of blood vessels.
Current information regarding the role of nutrition in the development and progress of these serious diseases, is rare and often even contradictory. It is important to keep in mind that nutrition directly affects the immune system and not the disease. Nutrition moves from the gut directly into the connected gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT), the largest immune organ. Immunocytes and humoral factors, which subsequently move to either cancer tissue or atherogenic plaque, are formed in the GALT. However, we do need to remember that nutrition affects microbiome. It seems it is highly important to focus on these aspects of nutrition. Nutrition may soon not only be the primary factor of prevention, but a direct therapeutic factor of numerous diseases, including cancer and atherosclerosis.
